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Abstract-This paper is about the study of interpolation error for the Hermite rational “Wachspress type” 
third degree finite element that is constructed in[l]. We obtain results analogous with those of the 
“corresponding” ADINI (polynomia/) finite element. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notation used here is analogous to that in the papers of Appratc+Arcangeli-Gout [2], 
Gout [3], Wachspress[3]. More generally, for finite element notation see Ciarlet[4], Ciarlet- 
Raviart [5]. 
1.1. Notation 
Consider n E N*, fl a bounded open non empty subset of R” (with euclidean orm (1. II> and 
p a number such that 1 <p s + 03. For each m EN, the Sobolev space W”“(n) consists of 
those (class of) functions u E Lp(Q for which all partial derivatives 8% = (&“‘u)/(~xf~ . . .8x>) 
with JaJSm, where (Y=(Q,,...&EN” and (aJ=(~,+...+a~, belong to the space 
LP(R). Wm*p(0) is equipped with the norm 
We shall also use the semi-norms 
l41.~,~ = ( ,$_ In l~“WIP dx)“‘, I= 0, 1,. . . ,m, 
and 
[ulr.,.n = (I, ll@WY dx)“‘; I= 0, 1,. . . ,m, 
when p < + ~0, with the usual change when p = + a. For each u E Wma(R), for each I= 0, 
1 . . 9 m and almost everywhere in R, @u(x) denotes the Ith derivative at a point x E R with 
k(x) = u(x) for I = 0. Moreover, we replace the conventional g by K in the compact spaces 
WmSp(k) and also write ](u](,,,,~.~, I~L~ K and [~II.~,K instead of I141m.p,a, l~l~,p.~ and [~ll,~,g. 
Also, for each integer k 2 0 and for each non empty subset A of R”, &(A) is the vectorial 
space formed by the restriction to the set A of the polynomial functions with n variables of kth 
degree with respect to these n variables. For other notation and definitions relating to finite 
elements, see [2,4,6,7]. 
1.2. Review of Hennite rational third degree finite elements 
In this paragraph we recall the principal characteristics of the Hermite rational “Wachspress 
type” third degree finite element which is constructed in [I]. 
Let K be a closed convex quadrilateral in R* which is neither a trapezium nor a paral- 
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lelogram. The vertices Ui, i E I = 2/4z, of K are labelled so that ai and ai+, are consecutive and 
a4 is the most distant vertex from the exterior diagonal, d, of the quadrilateral. 
Also, hi (respectively PK) is the diameter of K (respectively the supremum of the diameters 
of the spheres inscribed in K) and R2 is equipped with the euclidean distance 6. 
For each i E I, & is an element of P,(R’) so that /i(X) = 0 is an equation of the straight line di 
through points ai- and ai; al denotes the intersection of the interior diagonals of K. (~2 
(respectively (u3) the intersection of the straight lines d, and d3 (respectively d2 and d4). 
Moreover 1 is an element of P,(R’) such that l(x) = 0 is the equation of the exterior diagonal 
d, and 8(x, d) denotes the euclidean distance from x to the straight line d. 
Let PK be the vectorial space generated by the functions wf* w:i_I and w:,i+l, for each 
_ x E K and for each i E I by 
w?(x)= 
4ai) 
li+*(ai)li+3(ai)n(ai) 
Nai) 
Wt-'(X) = /f+z(Ui)li+~(Ui)fi(Ui+~) 
Let ZK be the set, defined by 
~l+2(X)li+3(X)%(x) 
0) 
If+*(x)h+3(x)~i(x) 
I(x) ’ 
(1.1) 
Z:K ={U HU(Ui)r iE 1; U w DU(ai) ’ (Uj -ai), iE I, j = i - 1, i+ l}. (1.2) 
Then (K, PK, 2~) is a third degree (PK > P3(K) and PK ZI PdK)) finite element which also is of class 
C” [ 11. 
2. A GENERAL INTERPOLATION RESULT 
In this paragraph we obtain a result which is an extension of the result on Hermite 
interpolation error proved as Theorem 2-l in [7]. Here, the proof is analogous to the one used 
for Theorem 5-l in [2]. 
Fig. 1. 
2.1. Notation and assumptions 
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First, we recall some specific notation for Hermite interpolation. Given a bounded nonempty 
subset R in R”, let s be an integer such that 1 s s c k, P a finite-dimensional space (dim P = N) 
of functions defined over the set fi and Z a finite set of linear forms over C’l”(fi), linearly 
independent, defined from a set {a[} (O<r45)/(,4izzN,) of points of a (the nodes of the finite 
element), where N, is the number of nodes when r is fixed, 
with 
Qi’; 0 H QiO(U)= U(Uj) ISiSNo 
where dir denotes the number of the linear forms, corresponding to the nodes ai’ and where the 
Si(Si E (R”)‘) are constructed from the geometry of the set of nodes. Clearly it follows 
When 2 is P-unisolvent in the sense of Ciarlet [4], we recall that (K, P, 2) denotes the generic finite 
element. 
If u is a sufficiently smooth function, defined over d and IIu the P-interpolant of u with 
respect o I;, then 
wherep={p?, l~i~N~;p& ~S~SS, 1 i s s N, 1 d j d dir} defines the set of basis functions 
of P with respect to 2, and II is the Hermite P-interpolation operator relative to Z. In the 
notation of paragraph 1.l., we make the following assumptions 
k+l>s+S. 
R is a bounded nonempty open subset of R”, with a Lipschitz-continuous 
boundary, such that fi is stellated with regard to any node a{ of the finite 
element. 
C is a P-unisolvent set and Pk@) C P C C’k”(fi). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
2.2. Expression of the theorem 
THEOREM 2.1 
In addition to the assumptions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), let II be the Hermite P-interpolation 
operator elative to X, and let p be the set of basis functions of P with respect o Z. 
Then, for each u E Wk+l*P(fi), we obtain for each m =0, 1,. ~. , k, 
1 1 
[ 1) - II u],,,n s -- {? [Piq,.-.~)[U]t+,,~.*h”” 
k!k + 1-i i=l 
+p- 1 
,=1(/c-r)! 
k+l-r-F 
( 2 & [p ~jlm...n((f;)))[uli+,.p.*h k+l-r 
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1 
[“-nv]k+i.p.odjj k+l_lt i=, ‘(2 [~~lk+L4)~k+’ + (g bi?k.d+’ [Ulk+l.p.fl 
P 
1 
(3 5 [P;Ik+l.-.n)((~:l))hx+"+ $ 2 [p:ilk,~.n)((~j))~k-r k+l_r_” i=lj=i 
[ulk+I.p.n 
P 
(2.4) 
where CCSi>> = IlS&dl . . . IIs;AI with 6; = (g,. .&) E (R”)’ 
Proof. For m = 0, 1, . . . ,k see Gout [7]. Let m = k + 1. It suffices to prove the result for 
v E Ck+‘(fi) and 1 <p < a~ (The proof simplifies for p = 1 and we may obtain the proof for 
p = + CQ by a limiting procedure.) 
From the identity (cf. p. 414 [7]): 
we obtain, by derivation, for each 5 E R”, 
D”+‘(IIZl - U)(X) * 5 = $2 [(DJf)(Uy Uio)(X) ’ Cf)DkppP(X) + JlJ(U, UiO)(X)Dk+‘pp(X) ’ 51 
.I I 
+A r=, & g[(,( 0, aim) . (gj, 5)DkP t(x) + JJU, a:w5;D”‘P 6(x) . 51. 
If we take the derivative of relation (2.5) of [71, we get 
DJnj(U, &o)(X) . 5 = - D’+‘U(X) ’ ((UP- X)k~5) 
D.l,(U, ai’)(x) . c&,6) = - D”‘U(X) * ((ai’ - X)‘-‘&, 
so that 
IIDk+‘m - u)(x)ll s jj 2 [Jl~k+‘~(X)ll~kll~kPP(X)ll + (IJO(uv &o)(x)11 II~“+‘PP(X)IIl 
and, with Proposition 2.1 of [7], we obtain the result. 
REMARK 2.1. 
Generally, the vectors 4; (relations (2.12) of [7] are such that 
Thus we can also show, using an analogous proof to the preceding one, the following estimates 
foreachm=O,l,...,k: 
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1 +$- 1 
r=, (k - r)! 
, 
&+1-r-$ 1 
and 
3.INTERPOLATIONERRORESTIMATES 
3.1. The object of the analysis 
Let R be a bounded polygonal open subset in R”, let X be a set of positive numbers 
(redundant) and let (T,,),,~~ be a regular family of &triangulations by quadrilaterals K, which are 
non-degenerate into trapezia or parallelograms, whose diameters hK are such that hK s h. 
We make the following assumptions [2]: 
3v>O, tlhEX, VKET,,, inf 6(x, d) 2 vhK (3.1) 
XEK 
(no degeneracy into a triangle). 
3a>o, Vh E %, VK E rj,, hK - s a: 
PK 
(3.2) 
(regular family of triangulations in the sense of Ciarlet-Raviart [5]). 
Then the problem is to obtain interpolation error estimates over R with Hermite rational third 
degree finite elements (K, Px, &). 
First, we recall a preliminary result which is given in [2,8]: 
LEMMA 3.1. 
Assume that the family of fi -triangulations (T,,),,~~ satisfies assumption (3.1). Given r E N 
and w a function such that for each x E K 
w(x) = $$, (3.3) 
where 4 E P,(R’) and I is an element of P1(R2) as defined in Paragraph 1.2, then, for each n E N*, 
there exists a constant %(m, r, v) > 0 such that 
(3.4) 
3.2. Interpolation error estimates 
At once we get: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
It is assumed that the family of triangulations (7h hEr satisfies assumptions (3.1) and (3.2). For ) 
h E 2 and K E T,,. let (K, P, 2) be a Hermite rational 
element. Then for each basis function w of P with 
(e,.(v) > 0, independent of h and K, such that 
bllO.=.K c %:,(v)* 
CAMWA Vol !. ho 4-l 
“Wachspress type” third degree finite 
respect to 2, there exists a constant 
(3.5) 
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(1) Basis functions, w?. Consider one of the basis functions, ~0, defined in (1.1). We have 
II WllO.dC = [(ai) 
;$lI 4+2(ai)4+,(ai)ri(ai) 
li+2(X)li+3(x)Yi(x) 
I(x) I 
From results obtained for basis functions of the first degree Serendip finite element [2,9] with 
I l(R) ?E! b+2(@)&+3(&) ~i+2(X)li+31x) I = 1 Ox) ’ 
we have 
and with propositions (3.2) and (3.4) of [2] we get 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Now consider, for example, the basis function corresponding to point uZ (the results would be 
analogous for the other vertices). If T denotes the translation so that 
where I? is the square [O, 21 x IO,21 and if j2 is defined by relations (2.3) of [I], & = r(6.6), we 
get 
(3.8) 
where a7, 8; 8 and Z are dependent on 02, f12, S2 and E? introduced in the formulas (2.3) of [l]. 
From (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain 
( > 
2 
II W2°110.m.K s 1+; Sup(~~,*+P~2*+~~,+E~2+1. 
acR 
Using relations (2.3) of 111 which define y2. it is possible to estimate constants (Y, fi, 8, E of (3.8) 
expressed in terms of the barycentric oordinates k,, m4 and n4 of point u4 with respect o the 
vertices of triangle al a2 a3 (relations (3.1) of [2]): 
13 m4 
(y =-~-jk4-n4-m4’ 
with 
i=;+3 m‘l ++3 n4 
k4-a-m4’ k4-m4-n4 
k4-m4-rz4=s(&)31. 
Ah, Id, 16,. 181 an d I-I E are bounded if )m4) and In41 are bounded. From 
n4, we deduce that 
Im4l = 
aa*, [Q2, a311 
Na2, [a,, a311 
and ]n4] =B 
the definition of m4 and 
(3.10) 
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where [a,, aJ (respectively [(Y,, a*]) denotes the straight line through points al and a3 
(respectively through points oI and (~2). 
From properties of the mapping FK, we deduce that the images by FK of the straight lines 
ICY,, (~~1 and [a,, (~~1 are the straight lines Of and 09. If l,* (respectively 1,3 is an element of 
k,(R’)- so that I,&) = 0 (respectively 1,&r) = 0) is an equation of 
(respectively of the straight line [a,, aJ] we have 
1 I 
where lIjoFK = $ and llzoF~ = + over k. As 
r,3(&) = i,,(ci,) and i12(d4) =i”,2(&), 
we deduce, with proposition (3.4) of [2], that 
1 1 
]md]61+;and]nd]=zl+-. 
V 
(3.11) 
the straight line [(Y,, a21 
(3.12) 
Thus, 16.1, I&$1 an d 1-I E are bounded by constants dependent on v, and we obtain 
II W*“llO.m.K zs We,( VI. 
We can show an analogous result for basis functions w,‘, w3’ and w.,‘. 
(2) Basis functions Wi,i+, and W:i-1 
We consider one of these functions, W!,i+, (the proof would be analogous for basis functions 
wL-,)* 
With the relation (l.l), w!.~+, is defined, for each x E K, by 
hai) 
w”i+,(x) = lf+,(ai)li+J(ai)li(ai+l) 
1?+2(X)li+3(X)li(X) 
l(x) 
Then, from results on basis functions of first degree Serendip finite elements, it follows that 
Using properties of FK we get 
li+Z(X)li(x) &+2(a)&(a) S(&)S(hi+,) 
l;+z(a;)l;(ai+i) = L+Z(cii)ri(~i+l) (s(f)12 ’ 
where x = F&). 
Therefore, with propositions (3.2) and (3.4) of 121 and the geometry of k, 
I WLi+,(lO.=.K d 
( > 
1 + $ 2, 
and the proof is completed. 
Finally we obtain: 
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THEOREM 3.1. 
Assume that the family of triangulations (T ,, ) hEX satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). Let h E Z and K E T,,, 
let (K, P, 8) be an Hermite rational “Wachspress-type” third degree finite element, and let II be 
the P-interpolation operator with respect o Z. 
Then for each m = 0, 1,2,3,4 there exists a constant %‘(m, 3, p, u, a) independent of h and 
K such that, for each u E W4*p(K), 
Iv - 4n.P.K 6 Wn, 3, P, v, a) [~l~.~.~hG”. (3.13) 
Proof. The proof involves successive use of relations (2.6), (3.4), (3.5) and assumptions 
(3.2). 
REMARK 3.1. 
With Hermite rational third degree finite elements we can find the constants %(m. k, p, v, r) 
of relations (3.13). 
From proposition (3.1) if follows that there exist two constants %“(Y) and V’(v) such that 
2 (llWti-Ill0.m.K +IIWL+IllO.m.K s y’(V). 
Then, if %‘(m, 4, v) is the constant introduced in lemma 3.1., as k is here equal to 3, the constant 
U(m, 3, p, v, U) of theorem 3.1. can be written as 
‘&(m, 3, p, u, a) = (m + l)“p !.~+!!!!_I.@ 
64-i 23_; 1 amwe(m 4 v) ’ ’ 
when Osrn ==3 and 
%(4,3, p, u, (T) = 5l’p l 
I[ 
-g q(U4%(4,4, u) + a3V(3, 4, Y)) 
4-P 1 
+ 1 ++(T4%(4,4, cT) + u3%(3, 4, v)) ’ 
2 3-i 
[ 11 
when m = 4. q 
REMARK 3.2. 
Theorem 3.2. shows that we get with Hermite rational “Wachspress-type” third degree finite 
elements the same asymptotic error estimates as for the usual finite elements of this degree. 
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